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Abstract 

This paper reports on some of the results obtained in the course of computer-aided processing of a 
large text corpus in Russian. Frequencies of occurrence of Russian monophones and diphones are 
presented and some notable observations are discussed. 

1. Introduction 

Information about the frequency and distribution of phonetic units in a language is essential for the 
development of automatic speech recognition and synthesis systems. Phone unit statistics can be 
obtained in several ways. The most common way is to use a large text corpus. Earlier research into 
phonetic statistics of Russian was either based on a rather limited amount of data [1, 2] or on 
stylistically biased text material [3, 4, 5]. Besides, due to difficulties with computer processing, 
several decades ago it was not possible for researchers to properly account for differences between 
vowels in stressed and various unstressed positions. To our knowledge, no publications on the 
subject that are more up-to-date have appeared so far. 

In this paper we describe the text corpus, the transcription system and the results of corpus 
processing obtained by means of a computer program developed specifically for collecting phonetic 
statistics of Russian. The findings are important both for cross-language typological comparisons 
and for the development of Russian-language text-to-speech and speech recognition systems. 

2. Corpus, Method and Results 

For the present research a large text corpus was drawn from works by Russian classics (Dostoevsky, 
Chekhov, Gogol, Lermontov), some modern Russian playwrights (Rasputin, Shmelev, Soloukhin, 
Krupin, Ajtmatov), as well as transcripts of interviews and public lectures form various web 
resources. All the three styles were represented in the corpus in relatively equal proportions.  

The resulting corpus contains 460 965 word-forms, over 1 million syllables (the actual number 
depending on the syllable division strategy) and 2 500 288 phones. 

Automatic transcription of the text was performed using an automatic pause placement module [6] 
and an automatic transcription tool developed for a Russian TTS system [7]. All relevant allophones 
of Russian phonemes – contextual and positional – were taken into account, both in medial word 
positions and at word boundaries. 

The transcribed data was processed with a specially designed program performing the analysis of 
phonetic unit frequency [8].  

The analysis yielded the statistics of Russian monophones, diphones, triphones and syllables 
(extracted following 5 different strategies). Some of the statistics has already been reported in [8]. 
In this paper we will focus on monophone and diphone staistics. 

2.1. Statistics of Russian monophones  

We adopted a transcription system distinguishing 59 types of monophones: 19 vowels and 40 
consonants.  

The six vowel symbols (i, e, a, u, o, y) in monophone notation acquire a numerical index specifying 
their position relative to the stressed syllable: “0” denotes a vowels in a stressed syllable, “1” 



denotes a pre-stressed vowel (for vowel /a/ - only 1st pre-stressed syllable or initial word position), 
“2” stands for a second pre-stressed position of a vowel /a/, while “4” indicates any post-stressed 
position of all vowels. Index “3” sometimes used to distinguish certain post-stressed vowel 
positions was excluded from our vowel classification. The “#” sign in the notation denotes a pause. 

Soft consonants are marked with <’>. 

The degree of phonetic detail rendered by our transcription system is greater than that in the 
previous studies. This makes it difficult to directly compare our statistics with that previously 
reported [2, 3]. In order to perform such a comparison our data was reduced to a 42 phoneme set – a 
traditional inventory of Russian phonemes without distinction between stressed and unstressed 
vowels and with no consideration of cross-word voiced allophones of /ch/, /c/ and /sc/. 

The comparison is presented in Table 1. Our results for a 2,5 million phoneme sample are compared 
with those previously obtained by the Laboratory of Experimental Phonetics (LEF) of St.Petersburg 
State University [2] and by the Institute of Mathematics (IM) of the Academy of Sciences [3]. The 
size of the sample they used was respectively 100 000 and 1,5 million phonemes. Due to 
discrepancy in sample size, the comparison table lists only phoneme ranks. 

Table 1. Comparison of STC Phoneme Frequency Statistics with Previous Data 

Rank Rank 
Phoneme STC LEF IM Phoneme STC LEF IM 

a 1 1 1 r' 22 21 22 
i 2 2 2 z 23 22 23 
t 3 3 4 ch 24 24 25 
j 4 6 5 b 25 25 24 
o  5 4 6 sh 26 26 32 
n 6 5 3 g 27 27 28 
s 7 7 7 d' 28 30 27 
u 8 8 9 f 29 28 29 
y 9 15 20 v' 30 31 30 
v 10 11 10 zh 31 29 33 
r 11 9 8 h 32 32 31 
e 12 13 12 m' 33 33 26 
k 13 10 11 c 34 34 34 
n' 14 14 16 k' 35 36 36 
p 15 16 14 p' 36 37 35 
m 16 17 15 sc 37 35 37 
l' 17 18 13 b' 38 38 39 
l 18 12 18 z' 39 39 38 
d 19 19 21 g' 40 40 40 
t' 20 20 17 f' 41 41 41 
s' 21 23 19 h' 42 42 42 

 

As can be inferred from the table, despite the discrepancy in the size and style of the processed text 
corpora, the ranks of the phonemes are very close. The first most frequent 7 phoneme types are the 
same in all the three reported studies (/ a /, / i /, / t /, / j /, / o /, / n /, / s /), with ranks differing by 2 at 
the most. The same holds for the 9 least frequent phonemes: / c /, / k’ /, / p’ /, / sc /, / b’ /, / z’ /, 
/ g’ /, / f’ / and / h’ /. For two phonemes (/ l / и / m’ /) STC rank coincides with just one of the 
sources, while differing considerably from the other one. 

The most striking difference is in the rank of the / y / vowel. The phonemic status of / y / is still a 
controversial issue in Russian phonology. Unlike other phonemes, / y / never appears after soft 
consonants and is not found in the initial position of native Russian words. In this respect the / i / 
phoneme behaves as its counterpart – it appears only after soft consonants and is frequent in initial 



word position. Although in all the three studies / y / is listed as a separate phoneme, the difference 
in its rank is very notable: 9 according to STC, 15 according to LEF and 20 according to IM. 
Without knowing the exact transcription algorithm used by our predecessors, we can only 
hypothesize that the reason for such a discrepancy lies in the way of processing some occurrences 
of “и” in initial word position. In our case, when the word starting with / i / followed a word ending 
in a hard consonant, and there was no syntagmatic boundary between the two words, the vowel was 
transcribed as / y /, in other cases as / i /: “мои /i/нтересы” (my interests), but “в /y/нтересах” (in 
the interests of). Perhaps, the processing of similar cases in the other two studies differed, which 
resulted in a much smaller number of / y / occurrences. If words in cases similar to the described 
above were transcribed with / i /, the rank of / y / would lower down to 14, which is close to the 
LEF and IM data. 

Figure 1 shows a diagram of cumulative frequency of occurrence of the first 40 most frequent 
Russian monophones. This set of monophones covers in total 90% of all the phones appearing in 
the text corpus, while the remaining 19 monophone types are responsible for just a 10% share. 
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Fig. 1. Frequency of occurrence of Russian monophones 

As can be seen, the most frequent monophones are unstressed realizations of / a / and / i /. Among 
the stressed vowels, the most frequent is again / a /, while the least frequent is a stressed / y /. The 
most frequent are the following Russian consonants: / t, j, n, s /. 

Among the monophone occurrences, consonants prevail: 57,4% versus 42,6% of vowel 
occurrences. That is, the so-called consonantal coefficient of our text corpus is slightly below 
1,35%, which is between the value previously reported for “written” texts (1,38..1,39) and for 
recorded spontaneous speech (1,28..1,30) [2]. This medial position of our results is probably due to 
the heterogeneous composition of our text corpus comprising both literary texts (although 
stylistically not so different from spoken language) and transcripts of oral lectures and interviews. 

2.2.Statistics of Russian diphones 

Of high practical importance is the statistics of diphones. Knowing what types of two-phone 
combinations are possible in a language and how frequent they are can help in the generation of 
exhaustive while non-redundant text corpora for the development of TTS systems, as well as for 
building probabilistic bi-gram models in ASR systems. 

Diphone statistics was obtained using the same text corpus described above. In total 2 176 two-
phone combinations were found, with 2 012 appearing at least three times in the data. 



Figure 2 shows frequency (probability) of occurrence of all theoretically possible Russian diphones. 
The types of the first phone in a diphone are shown along the Y axis (left-hand), the types of the 
second phone appear along the X axis. The probability scale is displayed on the right-hand side. The 
darker the cell colour, the more frequent (probable) the respective diphone is. 

 
Fig. 2. Probability of occurrence of Russian diphones 

As can be inferred from Figure 2, quite a few phone combinations are either impossible or very rare 
in Russian. Among the 16 most frequent diphones 15 contain a vowel of only two types – either an 
unstressed /a/ or an unstressed /i/: /j+i4/, /n+a4/, /a4+#/, /i4+j/, /j+i4/, /i4+#/, /n’+i1/, /n’+i4/, /v+a4/, 
/r’+i1/, /a4+j/, /l’+i4/, /t+a4/, /r+a1/, /k+a1/, /k+a4/. In the same top set of diphones there is just one 
non-vocalic phone combination /s+t/ (ranked 4th). All these diphones include the most frequent 
monophones and appear mainly in prefixes and endings. Interestingly, the first stressed vowel to 
appear in a diphone is a stressed /o/ in the /t+o0/ diphone. Its rank is 17, while the first occurrence 
of the stressed /a/ – the most frequent stressed monophone – is only in the 22th diphone /a0+j/. 
However, the share of diphones containing /a0/ in the top 100 set is still the largest among the 
stressed vowels: 10 diphone types with the total share of 9% (cf. /o0/ in 9 diphone types with a 7% 
share and /e0/ in 5 diphone types with a 4% share). Other stressed vowels are not presented among 
the first 100 most frequent diphones. The stressed /i0/ appears for the first time only in the 122nd 
diphone, the stressed /y0/ in the 164th and the stressed /u0/ only in the 232nd diphone.  

Among the rarest Russian diphones are mainly cross-word combination (e.g. /SC+z/) and those 
untypical of the Russian language and encountered in words of foreign origin: /p’+u1/, /f’ a0/ etc.  



3. Conclusion 

This paper presents some statistics of Russian monophones and diphones obtained using a large 
stylistically heterogeneous text corpus containing 2,5 million phones. Our findings correspond in 
the basic aspects with the previous studies, but the transcription system we use allows for a more 
detailed account of various vowel reduction and cross-word phenomena. The most important 
observations about the frequencies (probabilities) of Russian monophones and diphones are 
reported and analysed. The presented statistics can be used for typological cross-language 
comparisons, as well as for the development of TTS and ASR systems for the Russian language. 
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